Hiking: Stawamus Chief Trails
These classic trails up the Stawamus Chief
lead to three distinct summits, each
offering a unique, challenging experience.
How to get there:
Just south of Squamish turn off Highway
99 at either Shannon Falls or Stawamus
Chief Provincial Park. The main Chief trail
starts at a well marked staircase.
Route:

FIRST PEAK: The closest of the three in

terms of distance from the parking lot,
First Peak is the busiest with the best
views of Howe Sound. With sheer cliffs on
three sides, it’s a spectacular perch from
which to have lunch or a snack.

SECOND PEAK: The largest of the three

summits, has all kinds of perches offering
panoramic views of Howe Sound,
Squamish and the peaks of Garibaldi
Provincial Park. You may spot the odd
rock climber completing an adventure!

THIRD PEAK: Accessible either from the

Chief Trail itself or from Second Peak
(recommended), Third Peak is the highest
of the three summits. It feels endless up
here and if you are coming from Second
Peak, you will pass over the North Gully.
One of coolest viewpoints in the area, the
North Gully sits between Second and
Third Peak and has sheer cliff walls with a
60-metre gap in between. It offers a
stunning view of Mt. Garibaldi and the
Squamish townsite below.
A good half to full day hike is to ascend
Second Peak and then continue on,
following the orange trail blazes, to Third
Peak. This 7km round trip should be
given 6-7 hours to complete.
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Equipment:
q Good walking shoes or boots.
q Waterproof Jacket and Pants
q Water Bottle
q Sun Hat or Warm Hat
q Sun Cream
q Food
q Map
q First Aid Kit
q Mobile Phone
Be Adventure Smart $
• Plan ahead and prepare
• Leave what you find
• Dispose of waste properly
• Respect wildlife and control pets
• Be considerate of other visitors

This route description is intended solely as an aid for planning your route.
It is NOT a substitute for properly planning your route and having the
necessary equipment, skills and knowledge. Tourism Squamish accepts
no responsibility for variations in the information given for whatever
reason, including the route on the ground.
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Weather
Check the weather before you go. Take
care in heavy rain, high winds and low
visibility. Beware sun exposure on hot,
sunny days.
Know before you go
• The main season for this trail is April
to October
• Be mindful of sheer cliffs and dropoffs, some of them go down a long
way!
When to cancel hike
• Poor Weather.
• Inadequate equipment or fitness.
• Any situation which may jeopardise
the safety of your group.

Lets make the world a better place
• Feel free to take me, but If you want
to save paper, take a photo of me
instead.
• If I still look good when you’re
finished, please return me for
someone else to use.
• If my time is done, recycle me!
Have you?
q Checked the weather
q Checked route conditions
q Got correct equipment
q Checked group fitness
q Told someone where you’re
going
Emergency
If you require emergency assistance,
please call 911.

